BLACK ROCK ROAD PROPOSED TOWER
FOREST CONSERVATION PLAN
MONTGOMERY COUNTY
17410 BLACK ROCK ROAD GERMANTOWN, MARYLAND 20874
APPLICANT: RADIO COMMUNICATION SERVICES (DEPARTMENT OF TECHNOLOGY SERVICES)

SCALE: 1" = 40'

MATCHLINE - SEE SHEET 2 OF 3

DEVELOPER'S CERTIFICATE
THE UNDERSIGNED AGREES TO EXECUTE ALL THE FEATURES OF THE APPLIED-FOR BLACK ROCK ROAD PROPOSED TOWER FOREST CONSERVATION PLAN.  THUS INCLUDES PLANNING, DESIGN, EXECUTION, AND ALL OTHER APPROPRIATE AGREEMENTS.

CONTACT PERSON OR OWNER: Donald Miller
ADDRESS: 880 Pineapple Dr Suite 0 Lightlekam Heights, MD 21090
PHONE/DATA: 410-452-0515 don.miller@motorolaSolutions.com
SIGNATURE: Don Miller
STATE BILL 666-NO NET LOSS OF FOREST POLICY FOREST CONSERVATION ACT NOTER

THE PLANS ARE NOT PRIOR TO REMOVAL:
1. ANY TREE WITH A DBH EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN 75% OF THE
   CURRENT STATE CHAMPION
2. TREES THAT ARE PART OF A HISTORIC SITE OR ASSOCIATED WITH A HISTORIC
   STRUCTURE
3. ANY TREE DESIGNATED AS THE COUNTY CHAMPION TREE
4. ANY TREE IDENTIFIED ON THE LIST OF RARE, THREATENED
   AND ENDANGERED LIST OF THE U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE OR THE
   MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES.

THE CRITICAL ROOT ZONE OF ALL TREES GREATER THAN 24" ARE SHOWN ON THIS PLAN.
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In the approved plan defining the location of the proposed vegetation removal.
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